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EFFEm OF TEMPORAL AND nO~AL tiOR~CALLEsIoNs
~W AUD~OtiY DTSCRIMXNA~ON IN MOW=S,.,

BY. ,

~WRENCE W~ISKW=’ MD MOmMER M~HKIN’
Iwtitute of Uvim, Hartf@d, Corn.

E+~ has been accumulating in recent y-m which suggesti
stron@~i$hat cortiml areas outside the primrY sensow projection arw
play an;bportant role in the perceptul functions of monkeys. Thus,
it has ~n found that bilateral inferotemporal lesions produm an ]m-
pairment in visual dis~imination learning (Chow, 1952; Mishtin, 1954;
Mishkin and Pribram, 1954), and that posterior parietal l&lons impair
somesthetic discrimination learning @ribmm and Ba:u~ 1950. Of
considerable theoreti@ and methodolo@d impotinm 1s the fact that
these re~tionstilps tend to be”mutually exclusive, i.e. the t~mporal Ie:lon

.

seems to produ= fittle or no change in somesthetim~y gmded behavlour
and the parietal lesion fittle or no change in visually guided behaviour.. .

These findings lead to the expectation that. othe: sensory modalities
may also have “non-prima~” cortiml areas w~thwhich they are umquely

associatti. This papt.}- reports the results of a preliminary search for
such an area in audition. The area selected for study comprises that

portion of the posterior “association” cortex which ties between the areas

implicated in vision and somesthesis.
The hypothesis tested is that ablat-

ing this posterior temporal region without dama@ng the adjacent prima~
acoustic area will produce impairment in audito~ discrimination learning.

Two other related aims are incorporated in the experimental design.
In the first place an attempt is made to test further the proposition that
the posterior cortical foci already discovered serve functions. that are
modafity specific. To this end animals with inferotemporal leslons were
included in the study in order to detemine whether such lesions would
indeed fail to produce deficit in auditorY dlsctilnation learning. Secondly,
an attempt is made to investi~te the findings of Ades and his assockt=
(Stewart and Ades, 1951)and Blum (1952) that dorsolated fronti lesiom,
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Ro. 1.—Rmnstiodom of laiom in d ~ bti, ad one IT ad one LF brti.. .
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CORTICALL~lONS AND AUDITORY DMCMMINA~ON 409

ofstudies from this laboratory (e.g. Pribram and Mishkin, 1956). For
~rposes of comparison with the PT lesions, reconstructions of one
Merior temporal and one lateral frontil lesion are included in fig. 1.
fie IT lesion extended dorsally to include the inferior bank of the superior
.~poral SUICUSand ventrally to include the Worm am. me pole
wasspared anteriorly while the tip of the inferior occipital sdcus marked
ike posterior Hmit. Retrograde degeneration waa found iri the posterior
‘@tions of tie medid pulvirt~. The “LF Won extended posteriorly
/k$e arcuate SUICUS~nc16dingi@ wterior bank~ ~wsa~y to tk lon@tud-
:~ fissure, atid ventrally to tk kterai tip of the orbiti surf- Mth
‘kks and thetiepths of the suicus principals wm removal; The rndiatis
-lis nucleus was largely degenerated.

Trainingpr~edure. —The auditory task consisted’ of training subjects
10discriminate a white noise from a pure tone of 1,000 cps. These stimuti
~ generated by a -Grayson-Stadler twin-osciktor unit, and were
dehveredthrough a 6 in. speaker plac+ horkontily 1ft. above the testing
age. The intensity of the stimuli \ras set at 16 db, on the ‘instrument,
avalue which was estimated to be 3:W db. above the noise level of the
Iestingroom.

During the experimental session the animal was placed in a cage
ina sound-proofed room which also contained a ventilator that served as
amasking-noise generator. All stimulus and reward events were controlled
automatically by relay and timing equipment in an adjoining room.

The discrimination was established according to a set of contingencies
describedelsewhere ~eiskranz 1957, Section ~. Briefly, the stimuli
werepresented successfully in a predetermined balanmd sequence which
wasvaried daily. Each stimulus had a duration of 5 seconds unless the
animalturned it off sooner by pressing a panel mounted on the front of
thecage. If the stimulus was white noise the animal could obtain a pellet
of food by pressing the panel. If the animal did not press during the
whitenoise, but allowed it to go off automatica~y after the 5 sands,
then the white noise was repeated on su=eding runs until the animal
didturn it off and received the reward. Conversely, if the stimulus was a
l,~cps. tone the animal could obtain food only by refrainingfrom press-
ingthe panel. If the animal turned off the 1,000+ps. tone it was repeated
onsucceeding runs until the animal let it go off automatically, at which
timea food pellet was detiv.ered. Each food dehvery was accompanied
bya light over’ the food dish (located below the panel) which remained
on for 2.5 seconds. There was an interval of 5 seconds between the
terminationof one stimulus and the beginning of the next unless the animal
wasrewarded, in which =se there was a 5-second interval between the end
ofthe reward period and the presentation of the next s~dus.

Twenty noi~ and twenty tone trials were detivered daily, excluding
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r~runs after errors, until the animal achieved 90 per cent correct out of
the 40 daily trials on two successive days.

Preliminary training wnsisted of fist teaching the animal to press
the panel for reward, and then to press the panel ody during the presenta-
tion of the whi~noise stimdus. When the animal had reached a criterion
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and of[responding to at least 40 out of 44 white noise presentations
@riding not more than ten tjmes jn the “silent” intervals between
P 44 presentations, it was given the discrimination task using both
@torystimuli.

.‘+ mwm
i#ltial post+peratjve learnhg.— Postoperative learning scores are
W graphically in the lower ha~ of fig. 2. There is no overlap among
~~res for th~ 3 operative paim The 2 H subjeots fall sym~rially

k

#ther side of the control average (computd from the p-dve
“ng scores ~f the 9 anim~ tad for postoperative. ~ntion).
~ subjeets required more ~ than the ~ subjeets, me Ll~

b did not solve the problem within the 1,000trials allottti.
I?mt-operativere(ention.—The retention Mores are shown graphiea~y
~tie upper ha~ of fig. 2. They are computed from the preoperative
~ post-operative scores, Msted jn Table 1, by the formula: No. of
\-

TABM I,~&~PEMm AW mOPEMm WRNW AND
PEWOWANCE Scow

1
_ ... .,,

: ( ~n~”w]

, ~ IT-249
, ~ IT-282 ‘

lT-288

I PT-248
‘ PT-278
,PT-289-. .-. .

LF-228
LF-283
LF-275*

G275*

Pr~peratiw
trials

280
280 .
5G

u 200
400
880. . . .. . ... .

la

;$)

Postdperathe
trials

80
●* o

120

120

J

\

A verwe
performam

200 trials
Post-criterion

95.5 %
95.5
%@

92.0
96.5

J
88”5

88.5
87.0
92.0

—

a*,,,;,~ animal was fint :estd for pm+peral ive retention (see text).
,“

~perative trials minus No. of post-operative trials divjded by the
m of pre-operative and post-operative trials. A s~re of zero would
dieatethat preoperative and post-operative scores are the same; positive
wres indicate savings in relearning whfie negative wres indicate
tiation in relearning. The measure .an vary from plus 1.0 to minus
4.
mere is no overlap between the ~ subjeets (au of which showed
M@positive retention -re equivalent to that shown by the normal
~utrol)and either of the other two groups of operated animti. Of the
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l~tter two groups,’ those with the LF operation were the more severely ‘
i~paired. All their retention scores are riegative ,indicating that all frontal
a~imals required more trials to re-learn after operation than ~they had
r~uired initially. 2 of the 3 ~ animals’ scores, on the other hand, are
~sitive. The last column of Table I tists the performance of each animal
dtiring the 2W trials jmmediatcly following the attainment of criterion.
~?though there is overlap among the three groups, the rank order in
tsrms of avera~ @up perforrnaw is, again, IT, ~, and IF.

;.

herb any su~estion of a difference between th{ AnimaIs with infero-
t+mporal lesions and the normal controls. This finding provides new
evjdence for the hypothesis that inferotemporal lesions produce a be-
@vioural deficit fimited to discrimination learning in vision.

hteral frontal iesion.—The results obtajned wjth the animals with
+rsolateral frontal lesions supports earlier findings of deficit in auditory
discrimination learning following frontal damage. Both in initial ~earning
~nd in retention all animals with lateral frontal lesions were severely
~paired. Superficially, at least, such a finding fa~s outside the class
Qf phenomena usually associated with lateral frontal lesions in monkeys,
viz., deficit in delayed-response-type tasks.
~Two ljnes of attack are evjdent. for future research. Firstly, one might

suggest that performance on auditorydiscrjmination tasks and on
delayed-response tasks is impaired by lesions having independent and
spatially separate foci, and that the lateral frontal lesion includes both.
According to Sugar, French and Chusid (1948) there are strong con-
nexions in monkey between the prjmary auditory cortex and area 8, a
strip located at the posterior limit of the lateral frontal lesion. It would
not be surprising to find a cortjcal area far removed from the primary
acoustic area servjng discrimination functions in audition. The infero-
temporal region, which appears to fu~l such a role in vision, js quite
distant from the striate cortex (although no analogous connexions between
the striate cortex and the inferotemporal region are yet known).

Another possjbiljty, however, is that the lateral frontal lesion is inter-
fering with a single class of behaviour. While the theoretical task of uniting
auditory discrimination learning and delayed-response-type lei]rning
appears formidable, certain tines of experimental approach may be
suggested. For example, one possible critical difference between the
auditory discrimination task employed’ here and the standard discrimina-
tion situation say, in vision, in which frontal animals perform successfully,
concerns the spatial relationship, between the stimuti and the responses.
The visual task involves discrinlinanda having definite spatial locations
and these frequently conform to the spatial aspects of the responses. In.
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stimuli had only an indefinite locus which
Bmor~ver completely unrelated to the spatial aspects of the responses.
How, then, would frontal animals perform on the auditory analogue of
~ visu~ task? The standard discrimination situation might be ap-
oximat~d by the use of the Kltiver pull-in technique. Pulling in either
two

%
“atially separated food containers, each with its own speaker,

~uldpr ducc one OFtwo auditory signals emanating from that container.
wessf~ performance by frontal anitis on such an auditory task ‘ ‘
~ld suggest, as one ~biti~, that frontd.artimals are impaired not in
tito~ discrimination l~iti$ Wr se, but~ther on tasks inw$ti there
eno clwe or welldefind spatial and tem~ral relationships Mtween tk .
kuli aqd the resmnses. ‘
?os~erbr tempo;al lesia.-Both in initial learning and in retention ~ tit
alightdeficit was evident in “all 5 PT animals as c~mpared with the 5
r animqls. While the result can only be considered as preliminary it
;nmparable to the early results which helped to establish a relationship
stweenan extra-striate cortical area and visual functions, and therefore
nre jntensive investigation is justified. A larger range of auditory
roblems,,pndthe eflwts of lesions of smaller areas within the posterior
mporal~egionshould be studied. Finally, the question as to the specificity
(the de$cit must r~ive further investigation. Clearly, greater signific-
u WOUWaccrue to the stight but positive results of the present study
!it could be demonstrated that animals with posterior temporal lesions
bowedno deficit in visual or somesthetic discrimination learning.
@mpajatively lhtle work has been reported on the tiff~ts of temporal

sions on aurally guided behaviour jn monkeys. Such evidence as
b exist suggests that damage limited to the prjmary auditory cortex
Iineffectivein producing “permanent” 10SSin auditory discriminations,
~t larger lesions encompassing auditory area 1, II, and 111 (although
k are variously defined) do result in permanent loss of at least some
@of discriminations (Evarts, 1952; Jerison and Neff, 1953). Similar
W]ngshave been reported for cats (Diamogdand Neff, 1957; Meyer and
Woolsey,1952), and dogs (Allen, 1945). In relating the present work to
b earlier findings two comments must be made. Firstly, traditional
~rch has generally been preoccupied with the search for cortical areas
Mh are critical for audition. Findings of post-operative “amnesia:’ or”
j~rdation in re-learning, therefore, while common, have not received
~ examination. The interpretation has probably been made that while
~hory habits =n be abo~shed other equipotentials areas could assume
~fitory functions without a significant reduction in sensitivity. The

F

iesof the effects of inferotemporal lesions on vision, however, suggest
dfferent interpretation. What hqs been labe~ed “amnesia,” in fact,

‘ t be associated with the jrnperfmt retention normal animals often
w (see fig. 2, top) plus a pemanent impairment jn the abifity to squire.
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discriminations. Such impairment would be refl~ted in slower learning;
not necessarily in failure to learn, and would Mome evident only with
further pdst~perative testing, making full allowanm for improvement
which normal control animals show when given a series of new dis-
criminations (Harlow, 1949).

Secondly, research on the effmts’of inferotemporal lesions on visually.
guided be~aviour strongly s~ggests that the impairment i$ a function
of the di~lty of the task. ~erefore, eonclusims that mrtiql I&ons
disturb au~jtory “pattern” d-inations but no freqvenq di@~,mina-
tions ar6 ~emt,um. sinm the fotir tasks w~reM~t m~ly % mom
difficdt o+ @iamond and NM, 195~, Indeed, &e’%ct th& it ~ possible
to interpr~$ a different study as indi~ting that @rtieal lesions interfere
with, freq@nW but no intensity dimiminations (Meyer and Woolsey,
1952), suggests that difficulty of task rather than any sp=ial dimension
of the audkory stimulus is tbe significant parameter.

SUMMARY
15 animals subjected to bilateral lesions in the inferotemporal region,

the posterior temporal region, or the lateral frontal region were tested
either for initial post-operative learning or for post-operative retention,
of a simple auditory discrimination between white noise and a 1,~cps.
tone. It was found that inferotemporal animals were not impaired,
posterior temporal animals were slightly impaired, and lateral frontal
animals were severely imp~ired on this task. me results were the same
for initial learning and for retention.

~ese findings are discussed with respect to the assertions that lesions
in the inferotemporal region are modality specific in their effects; that
there is a posterior temporal region which bears analogous relation to
audition hat the inferotemporal region does to vision; and that the effects
of anterior dorsolateral frontal lesions on behaviour require re-evaluation.
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